Thls paper proposes an architecture for integrating speech recognition and natural language processing to provide a spoken language understanding system. This work, done in collaboration with the MIT Spoken Language Systems Group, has enabled us to interface our Pundit natural language processing system [Dahl1987,Palmer1986,Hirschman1982,Hirschman1986,Dowding1987] and SUM!VIIT, the 1VHT speech recognition system[Zue1989, Glass1988,Seneff1985,Zue1985]. Information is passed between the two systems using the Word Network (or Word Lattice) which is a set of word-score pairs together with the start and end points for each word. The word network is organized as a directed acyclic graph, whose arcs are labeled as word-score pairs, and whose nodes are moments in time. The recognition problem is to find the best scoring grammatical sequence of words from the graph's begln-point to its end. In our experments, we analyzed word networks from the TIMIT domain and the Resource Management domain, constructed without using any language model.
A spoken language system requires the coupling of speech recognition capabilities with a capability for understanding the meaning of the utterance as provided by a natural language understanding module. The architecture of such a system is an active topic of research. One approach is to simply couple the two components sequentially: the speech recognizer converts the speech signal into a sequence of words, and then the natural language system attempts to understand those words. The criticism of this approach is that natural language system has no opportunity to correct the errors made by the recognizer; nor can it help in controlling the search space. A variant to the this approach is to have the speech recognizer produce a ranked set of candidate sentences. These sentences are then be processed by the natural language system, and the best scoring grammatical (or meaningful) sentence accepted. Alternatively, the two systems can be integrated at a much deeper level, allowing natural language constraints to provide assistance to the recognizer by scoring sentence prefixes as they are produced by the recognizer; thls would have the effect of using the grammar to prune the search space, while also producing a representation of the meaning of the utterance. This latter approach --close interleaving of the speech and natural language components --is our architectural goal. However, in order to test the effectiveness of these ideas, we have experimented wlth a sequential coupling of the two systems where the speech recognizer produces a word network, from which candidate sentences are extracted and processed by the natural language component.
Our initial problem in coupling the MIT speech recognition system with the Unlsys PUNDIT natural language system was to define an appropriate interface for experimentation. The MIT speech recognizer uses a method called Viterbi Search to find the highest scoring sentence. This search strategy is able to find the highest scoring sentence, but it can not be used in its current form to find successively lower scoring sentences. If we had adhered to this strategy, the natural language system might have accepted or rejected the unique output of the speech recognition component, but, as described above, could not have participated in defining a more intelligent search.
In order to allow the natural language system to examine more than one top-scoring sentence candidate, MIT modified their speech recognizer to produce the word network. By developing a strategy to generate candidate sentences from the word network, it is now possible to couple PUNDIT to this system as a filter. The recognizer generates the word network, a search procedure traverses this network, producing candidate sentences (or sentence prefixes) and PUNDIT accepts or rejects these sentences (or sentence prefixes). Thus if the top scoring string of words turns out not to be a meaningful sentence, there may still be an acoustically lower scoring candidate that is meaningful and receives an analysis from PUNDIT.
Long term, this architecture will permit us to couple PUNDIT to the word network search, to provide its filtering as the word string is built up. These results, however, report on the use of PUNDIT to filter entire candidate sentences. We have done some experiments on the use of PUNDIT to prune sentence prefixes, and have found that this tends to underestimate the power of natural language constraints, since these constraints are much stronger at the end of the sentence than they are for any of its prefixes.
The main contribution of this paper is to outline the search strategy used to traverse the word network at the interface between the speech recognizer and the natural language component. We experimented with various search strategies to determine the best approach to search the word networks. These strategies included a mix of admissible (breadth-first and best-first) and inadmissible (beam search) strategies. We found that all of the admissible search strategies were too inefficient to be practical. They could not deal with sentence lengths greater than 4 words before they became too slow for our current hardware (Sun 3/60 Workstations). Using an inadmissible search, we could increase efficiency by reducing the beam size, but then we could not get the correct answer. We experienced the phenomenon that the highest scoring path in a beam early in the search would have so many descendents that it would totally dominate the beam later in the search, yielding beams where the alternative candidates were very similar. Because the search was performed strictly left to right, all of the candidates in the beam would share the same left prefix. A similar phenomenon occurs when using an island-driven strategy, except that the common portion may not occur on the left.
We then designed an alternative approach that does not suffer from these problems. This approach maintains a queue of hlgh-scoring candidates that may come from any part of the word network, and that may not be similar to each other. Despite the fact that this approach also uses a strict left to right search, there is no left prefix bias among the high scoring candidates. We partition the word network such that all words that have the same start and end points belong to the same partition. Within each partition, the word-score pairs are sorted by score. The score of a partition is defined to be the score of its highest scoring word. This partitioning dramatically reduces the size of the graph that we are searching. For instance, the graph for the sentence "Barb's gold bracelet was a graduation present." contains 1868 arcs. The resulting graph after partitioning contained only 489 arcs (with the same number of nodes in both graphs). This partitioning reduces the "bushiness" of the graph, allowing traditional search procedures to be effective. Figure 1 contains a part of a sample partition from this word network. For 6 of the 8 partitions in this partition path, the correct word (including the pause) was the top candidate within its partition. Notice however that there is still a significant amount of search remaining due to the difference between the scores for "large" and "barb's" in partition 2, especially when compared to the differences between "a", "and", "iF', "in", and "an" in partition 6.
Under this scheme, the search for the correct path through the word network is done in two parts: First, the partitioned graph is searchect to find the highest scoring partition paths. This search can be done using either an admissible or a beam search strategy. Second, the high scoring sentences are extracted from the set of high scoring partition paths. The sentences are extracted one at a time in order of highest score until one is found that is acceptable to the natural language components.
The search for the highest scoring partitions can be done very quickly, and the beam size can be very small. The worst-case performance of this search is quite good. The amount of time that it takes to find the highest scoring partitions increases with sentence length and beam size, but is nearly unaffected by vocabulary size (worst case growth is O(N log N) as vocabulary increases, but only due to the need to sort the word-score pairs within each partition). Currently, the score of a partition path is the sum of the score of the highest scoring word in each partition. However this algorithm is independent of the particular scoring algorithm used to combine word scores into word-path scores. Extracting the highest scoring sentences from the high scoring partition paths is also done efficiently. The algorithm to do this is simple: The partition paths are maintained in a priority queue. To find the highest scoring sentence, the top partition path is removed from the queue and its highest scoring sentence is extracted and reported as the highest scoring sentence in the queue. Then the second highest scoring sentence in the partion path is found, and its score becomes the new score for that partition path. It is then returned to the priority queue based on its new score. The loop is repeated as often as necessary until a sentence is found that is acceptable to the natural language components. While the worst-case performance of this part of the search is not good (the amount of time it takes to find the next highest scoring sentence can grow exponentially), the practical performance is much better, and is able to find the top candidates very quickly. Those cases in which the correct sentence gets a very low score will take a long time to find, hut that will be true of any search.
We have tested this interface on word networks from both the Timit and Resource Management domains. We computed the word accuracy for 10 Resource Management word networks chosen randomly from the test set. These networks averaged 4600 arcs (drawn from a vocabulary of 991 words) for sentences ranging in length from 4-11 words. The word accuracy figures for these networks are reported in Figure 2 . For comparison, the word accuracy of the SUMMIT system on the same 10 sentences is included. These figures deserve some explanation. The word accuracy figure for the no- Figure 2 . Word Accuracy Results grammar case is computed by comparing the highest scoring candidate to the correct sentence. We then computed the word accuracy for Pundit by having the search procedure generate candidates one at a time until one was found that was acceptable to Pundit. This experiment used only Pundit's syntactic component. We expect better results using Pundit's semantic and pragmatic components and will report on these results at a subsequent meeting. Finally, we computed the word accuracy using our word network traversal procedure but with the word-palr grammar in place of Pundit's syntactic component.
The difference in word accuracy between the no-grammar case for the word networks (51~) and for SUMMIT (61~) is attributable to two causes. First, the word networks used in our experiments are not complete. They were generated by computing the best score for each word ending at each point. A complete network would have to compute the best score for each word at every beginning and end point. The SUMMIT system does not use an explicit word network, but has access to the complete set of begin and end points for all words. Second, our search for the highest scoring candidate used a beam search (beam size = 500) which is not an admissible search. When computing the word accuracy score for the word-palr grammar, only eight of the ten networks produced candidates that were acceptable to the word-palr grammar within the top 5000 candidates. We expect that this behavior will not occur when the grammar checking and word network search are fully interleaved, because the grammar will prune away ungrammatical paths earlier, permitting well-formed candidates to make it into the beam. For comparison, the performance of Pundit's grammar on the same 8 networks was 72~.
Also in Figure 2 are the perplexity results for Pundit's grammar. This number (1084) appears larger than the vocabulary size (991). We have added vocabulary items representing idiomatic expressions to increase the total vocabulary size to 1128. There are several reasons why this perplexity is so high. The grammar used by Pundit is a very broad coverage grammar of English, including sentence fragments and compound sentences. Also, the lexlcal items were defined keeping their complete English definition in mind. We are developing a methodology for using the training data for a domain to automatically constrain the broad coverage grammar and lexicon. Finally, our grammar of English provides much stronger constraints at the end of a sentence than it does at any other point. Perplexity only captures constraints that provide immediate pruning of a path. If a constraint would eventually block a path, this is not captured in the perplexity computation. Despite the high perplexity of the Pundit grammar, 77~ of the sentence candidates produced by the network traversal procedure were rejected by Pundit.
We are very optimistic that this search procedure will scale up to use in a fully intergrated Spoken Language system. In the prototype, pruning of the search space by the natural language components was only done as the very last step in the search. It is possible to implement this search such that the pruning is done incrementally through the search. This will allow us to both reduce the beam size, and increase the probability that the correct answer will be one of the top candidates at the end of the search.
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